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John Gray

Vancouver’s preaccelerator Launch Academy provided the
stage for 21 entrepreneurs to make their pitch last night. An
intriguing mix of the city’s technology startups earned a 60
second opportunity to impress a crowd of more than 250 enthusiasts, supporters, and reputedly even and
handful of potential check writers.

John jumped into the startup world in
early 2009, bringing his experience in
business development and sales to
companies creating new software
products. He was cofounder and
CEO of Mentionmapp, a visual
analytics company that was acquired
by OverInteractive Media in October 2011. Before
that, he sold legal software and services
(LexisNexis), medical devices (Auto Control
Medical) and... » more

Winning over an Angel or two was a slightly higher motivation to pitch than coming in third and enjoying an
evening noshing down all you can eat tacos with Ray Walia, (Executive Director and Cofounder of Launch
Academy).
There was a seriously palpable buzz to the whole evening. News such as the City ranking ninth in the
recently announced Startup Ecosystem Index was good for a collective pat on the back.
There are other strong indicators that the Vancouver startup community is continuing to grow up: for
example, drawing the support and interest from the likes of Microsoft, SAP, Cisco and Apple. Then add in
attendees such as managing partners and directors from Canada’s top venture capital firms like Rho
Ventures, iNovia Capital, and BDC Venture Capital. The evening proved to leaps and bounds ahead of
July’s demo day.
It is also worth noting that, as the hub for innovation and creative breakthroughs Launch Academy is now
housing more than 55 startups in an impressive new Gastown home. With 9,000 square feet of newly
renovated office space, Vancouver's largest accelerator  GrowLab  Microsoft's new Windows Apps Lab,
and Garibaldi Capital also add a dynamic presence.
While the evening showed off the community spirit, and a collective thirst for networking and beer, it was
the chance to pick the top pitch that really got the crowd going. With the top five startups chosen, they
each had five minutes to impress the panel of judges: Kevin Swan, principal at iNovia Capital; Leonard
Brody, GrowLab Founder and president of Clarity Digital; Jon Cartwright, founder and CEO of Food.ee;
Kimberly Kaplan, CEO of Offeron; and Kristina Simmons, emerging products and concepts manager at
Lululemon).
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Here are the top five finalists and winners:
Nanu Interactive (First Place): develops applications that add sharing and magic to family activities.
myBestHelper (Second Place): helps families find, book and pay trusted childcare that best meets
their needs on demand and on the go.
Thinkific (Third Place): offers online and mobile courses for professionals.
Spokal (Finalist): an inbound marketing platform for micro businesses that allows them to effectively
market themselves online to get customers without a developer, SEO or a social media consultant.
WealthBar (Finalist): provides online investment advice and financial services.
The three winners received a cash prize of $1,500 and a free ticket for The Cascadia Summit in Seattle, a
joint initiative organized by GrowLab and Launch Academy to connect startup communities across BC,
Washington, and Oregon.
Doing well at a pitch competition is good for the founders, good for team confidence, and makes for a feel
good story; but ultimately is doesn’t validate the business, or serve as a predictor of future success. The
best validation for any startup is earning paying customers.
Leonard Brody delivered what was perhaps the evening’s best observation, saying "the Vancouver
community needs to learn some serious lessons about distribution”  really think about your customer
acquisition costs and strategy.

Company:

myBestHelper is the essential digital tool that gives
families the easiest way to access and use all options of
care that they need  paid and free, justintime and most
suited to their needs. 59% of families feel daily life is
overwhelming. mostly related to managing child and/or
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Who's Hiring
Shopify
Ottawa, Canada

77 jobs

BlueCat
Toronto, Canada

57 jobs

Hootsuite Media, Inc.
Vancouver, Canada

53 jobs

Istuary Innovation
Group
Vancouver, Canada

45 jobs

Ubisoft Toronto
Toronto, Canada

43 jobs

Fortinet Inc.
Burnaby, Canada

29 jobs

Central 1 Credit Union
Vancouver, Canada

29 jobs

Tableau Software
Vancouver, Canada

28 jobs
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myBestHelper
Location:
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Company:
Thinkific
Location:
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Company:
WealthBar
Location:
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Company:
Spokal
Location:
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

elder care. We are doing for family life what Linkedin did
for our professional lives  helping families make the...
» more
Thinkific is a turnkey online course platform that makes
it easy for independent experts and companies to quickly
create and deliver stunning courses on their own sites.
Thinkific currently powers thousands of online courses
offered by universities, global corporations, professional
associations and coaches, trainers and educational
entrepreneurs in over 70 countries. » more
WealthBar is Canada's only fullservice online portfolio
management and financial advisory service. It offers
diversified portfolios of lowcost ETFs, insurance and
financial advice for substantially less than traditional
advisors. Combining innovative technology with real
financial advisors, WealthBar's online model brings
private wealth management downtoearth for any
investor, big or small,... » more
Spokal automates online marketing for businesses with
less than 5 employees. Spokal gives them guidance and
tools they need to market themselves online in as little
as 2 hours a week. Our Vision: We believe that small
businesses that are good at what they do shouldn’t also
have to be online marketing experts to succeed. So
we’re leveling the playing field for small businesses by
automating the... » more
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100% agree with Leonard. Many of the startups I see in Vancouver have fundamental
distribution challenges. The unfortunate aspect  the entrepreneurs dismiss it as
something that will figure itself out.
Great vibe last night though. Certainly more momentum than previously seen.
4△

▽

26 jobs

Mogo Finance
Technology Inc.
Vancouver, Canada

25 jobs

Recent Comments
Dedaleus
The technology industry may be rising but so is
the ludicrous demand of people shelling out of
their own pocket books to stay current. Can
students from low to middle class homes afford
to even try...
To Combat Unemployment, Canada Must
Rethink How It Appraoches Digital Era · 6
hours ago
DavidJGFrench
If Canada does a good job in transitioning to a
fuller Digital Economy and other countries do a
better job, what will be the outcome?
Canada's Role in Global Economy Depends
on Leveraging Emerging Digital Trends:
Report · 1 day ago
Russ Hanneman
These "startups" are all funded by
loans/welfare and have $0.00 in revenue for
years before folding. Comparing the jobs they
provide with those at a company such as
BlackBerry, is disingenuous at...
As BlackBerry Sheds Staff, Local Tech
Companies Look to Scoop Talent · 1 day
ago

Join the discussion…
Jason Billingsley

ACL Services Ltd.
Vancouver, Canada

• Reply • Share ›

Kevin Swan > Jason Billingsley

•

3 years ago

Dave Berman
And yet MLG sold for a pathetic price after the
management failed to monetize the business
despite the large numbers. And yet the buyer
of MLG took the management team so look for
this to be both...
The Incredible Growth of the ESports
Industry · 2 days ago
Powered by Disqus

Agree. Distribution is the new IP.
1△

▽
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campbellmacdonald > Jason Billingsley

•

3 years ago

+1 Jason. 90% of my thought is around product and how it will get distributed. It
does not just happen.
Great coverage John G.
1△

▽
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mtippett > campbellmacdonald

•
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Distribution is easy if you have traction. Traction is the new IP.

△ ▽
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Chris Mack > Jason Billingsley
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I think assuming that startups don't have a distribution strategy simply because
http://www.techvibes.com/blog/launchacademydemoday20121121
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I think assuming that startups don't have a distribution strategy simply because
they don't share what could be a competitive advantage in a public setting with
250 others is perhaps unfair.

△ ▽
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Team myBestHelper > Jason Billingsley

•
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Leonard's comment was a great way to summarise where all of us presenting
companies need to focus. And we can all agree that distribution is but the initial
huge challenge, after which comes sustainable (repeat users) and profitable .

△ ▽
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Vincent Ng MCNG Marketing

•
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Big ups to you John for covering the Vancouver Scene. We owe a lot to our local
media guys that keep pushing Vancouver forward with the awesome startups we
produce. Great to see MBH and Spokal doing well.
1△

▽
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Team myBestHelper > Vincent Ng MCNG Marketing
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Thank you Vincent and indeed John and TechVibes help extend the reach of
awesome events like the Launch Academy DemoDays. Great write up!

△ ▽
Alex Chuang
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Congratulations to all the Launch Academy companies who pitched! Big shout outs to
Ray, Mike, the judges, Mack, sponsors, attendees, volunteers and of course, my
amazing team who made it happened. #DemoDay
Stay tuned for more awesomeness from Launch Academy

△ ▽
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Team myBestHelper > Alex Chuang

•

3 years ago

The competition level was definitely higher for this second edition. And that is
key to success  I learned from my stay @RocketSpace that San Fran is such
a fertile land for great startups, because of the concentration of 5 Cs 
Concepts, Coders, Cash, Customers and Competition!
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Canadian Researcher Thinks He Can
Help Netflix Stop People Accessing …

To Combat Unemployment, Canada
Must Rethink How It Appraoches …

2 comments • a month ago

1 comment • 10 hours ago

Patrick Brown — I think it's also in Netflix'

Dedaleus — The technology industry

best interest to turn a blind eye to this. I
think they would lose a lot of …

may be rising but so is the ludicrous
demand of people shelling out of their …

Starbucks Improves Loyalty Program
to Reward Big Spenders

The Incredible Growth of the ESports
Industry

1 comment • 21 days ago

1 comment • 3 days ago

✉

HAF1 — This problem has a very easy

Dave Berman — And yet MLG sold for a

fix. It will be same one used with the
airlines who have switched to a …

pathetic price after the management
failed to monetize the business …
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